CHAPTER OFFICERS
Dave Clarke, President
Dwaine Cooke, Vice President
Paula Robertson, Secretary
Peter Kowlessar, Treasurer
Nadine Morrison-Levy, Education and Outreach
Amza Ali, Past President

Officer Election Date: September 2019

ACTIVITIES AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS
• Dr. Clarke and Mr. Kowlessar both conducted outreach clinics in the region in countries such as Antigua and Tobago.
• Dr. Nadine Morrison-Levy was actively involved in providing epilepsy teaching through the project ECHO: Ontario initiative.
• Dr. Robertson submitted a successful bid to the BPNA for Trinidad and Tobago to be considered a site for launch of the PET program (planning for launch in 2025).
• Members of the Epilepsy Society of the Caribbean have also been actively involved in public education. For example, Dr. Robertson worked with a local advocacy group Seizure Awareness Foundation of T&T (SAFTT) to have Purple Day educational activities and to present at a public awareness conference on 19 November 2022.

CHALLENGES FACED IN 2021 AND 2022
• Coming out of COVID-19 with its economic, social, and mental health challenges
• Planning to maximize the reach of future educational meetings, and considering whether this should be fully in-person or hybrid

FUTURE PLANS FOR 2023
• Hosting PET courses regionally (2025)
• Ongoing outreach clinics and educational initiatives
• Hosting a regional hybrid congress in 2023/2024

MEETINGS
18 August 2021 and 23 February 2022
Flyer from the Seizure Awareness Public Conference held in Trinidad and Tobago, November 2022

Report submitted by Dr. Paula Robertson